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The FuTure oF Green CleaninG PerFormanCe From o’Dell.

BiOFiBer MOP 

BiOFiBer iS the PerFeCt DiSPOSaBle DuSting 
Sheet FOr yOur green Cleaning PrOgraM.

electrostatically charged mop fibers draw and lock  
in dust and dirt, a powerful weapon against cross  
contamination in health care environments.

BioFiber Mop Sheets deliver twice the pick up  
efficiency of the leading sweeper brand.

improves indoor air quality in all spaces including:  
hospitals, office buildings, classrooms and retail venues.

utilizes specially formulated, very long and densely 
flowing fiber technology across entire mop face.

used sheets can be safely disposed or used in  
traditional composting methods, greatly reducing  
potential landfill waste.

the product is independently tested and proven for  
biodegradability in accordance with aStM D6400-99 
standard.

BiOFiBer aDVantageS:

•Disposable
•Biodegradable
•extremely efficient
•economical
•easy to use
•Operator-friendly, lightweight
•Microscopic pick up
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BiOFiBer MOP 

1. Place 1-4 BioFiber sheets on floor

4. lower metal spring release and 
gently push under rim of frame

2. Squeeze and lift metal spring   

5. Start your dusting route. When a 
sheet is fully used simply take it off 
and start with a fresh sheet. 

3. Fold sheets onto frame

Wire loaded multiple 
sheets allow 

Continuous use

unlike regular push 
down frames

aluminum handle 
telescopes from 

40” to 60”

Sponge allows for better 
particle pick up

on rougher surfaces

100% Green 
Power Supplied

Certified Carbon 
neutral Facility

BioFiber is an environmentally preferable dry cleaning tool that provides solutions to many of your green cleaning challenges. BioFiber is 
disposable and biodegradable, so it eliminates the need for costly laundering. What’s more, it is extremely effective in removing dust and 
dirt particles in a dry application, reducing the need for water and chemicals even further. its lightweight design greatly diminishes worker 
fatigue, increases efficiency and thus reduces facility maintenance labor costs. 

the disposable sheets can be stacked and loaded onto our spring lock frames for quick removal of soiled sheets to expose the clean sheet 
underneath. the user can continue to work instead of spending valuable time reloading the tool. BioFiber is also compatible with more 
commonly found pinch point style dusting frames. take advantage of an effective, cost saving, disposable, biodegradable cleaning product 
without the negative environmental impact — BioFiber.

iteM CODe DeSCriPtiOn    CaSe PaCk
BF248 8 x 24” biofiber sheets        200
BF100  100 sheet Biofiber roll 4
SCF244 4 x 24” padded spring clip frame          6
SCF484 4 x 48” padded spring clip frame          6
th-BF60 40-60” telescopic handle                      6


